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Pre-registration changes proposed
by Carolyn M. Goetzinger
Student Senate threw its
support in favor of two proposals
presented to it by Dr. Ahmed ElAfandi regarding Winona State's
pre-registration practices last
week.
El-Afandi, a professor of political science, approached the
Senate with three resolutions,
two of which were approved.
El-Afandi said he and other
faculty members are dissatisfied
with the way pre-registration is
run, and that though committees
have been set up in the past to
look into the problem no changes
have ever been adopted.
"There is a serious conflict between what is set for us by the
registrar and what is set for us in
the classroom," El-Afandi said. "I
hope this time we are bold
enough to take action."
He proposes that classes be
cancelled for one full day for the
purpose of pre-registering for
classes and that faculty advisers
and department representatives
be present in the pre-registration
area for counseling students.
This, El-Afandi said, would help
eliminate the disruption to
classes caused by having a full
week of pre-registration.
Senate Vice President Reggie
Johnson recommended that

Senate supports El-Afandi's proposal.
Senators Mary Hermsen and
Charlie Cromer, however, spoke
against the motion. Cromer said
he was a student at Winona State
when pre-registration was a oneday event. "It took six to eight
hours to register," Cromer said.
"It's better spread out."
Hermsen said that there is not
enough time to . register in one
day. "Right now registration is
run for 16 hours. Let's say you
started at 8 a.m., that would
mean registration would have to
run until midnight," Hermsen
said.
She did agree that is was a
good idea to have more advisers
available to students during preregistration, but said, "There are
not enough faculty members who
know enough about general education requirements to properly
advise students."
In a 14-7-1 decision, Senate
moved to support the resolution.
Senate then struck down AlAfandi's second proposal which
called for registration to be based
on students' last name rather
than the number of credits
earned.
El-Afandi is concerned that
present pre-registration
procedures discrimate against
freshman and transfer students

who have not accumulated a substantial number of credits. Such
students may have difficulty enrolling in classes they need.
El-Afandi also premises that
the present system might result
in higher rates of attrition among
freshmen.
Senate voted 14-6 to support
El-Afandi's third resolution,
which would allow students to

change their grade type up to one
week prior to the last day to drop
courses.
For example, under the proposal a student taking a general
education course for a grade
could later change the grade type
to the pass/no credit option, and
vice versa.
Senate President Brad Arndt
recommended that the Senate

Most anyone who ever interacted with Art Tye couldn't help
but feeling a sincere sense of
loss when they arrived back on
campus Monday and learned that
he had died suddenly in La
Crosse Saturday night. It's a hard
story to relate.
Harold Arthur Tye, 37, a counselor in the Winona State Student
Counseling Center, will be
missed, according to Vice
President of Student Affairs John
Kane...and according to a secretary in his office...and according
to faculty members in many departments...and according to the
several thousand students who
were touched by him during his
14 years at WSU.
"There was one thing about Art
Tye," Kane said. "He believed
that the student was the most
important element of this
campus. Plus, he was one of the
best curriculum advisors that this
school ever had."
Kane said that Tye had "a

special
interest
in
helping
students with alCohol-related
problems." He worked with international students and was advisor to the Greeks.
A close personal friend of
Kane, Tye had hunted and fished
with him on many occasions.
"Art was a lover of the outdoors," Kane said. "He was a
hunter, a fisherman and a good
dog trainer. He also was active
with his three boys in youth hockey and had recently become a
(Cub Master) of the Cub Scouts.
That showed that he always
wanted to be one of the boys."
Tye had gone fishing Saturday
and had went to watch his kids
play hockey before he stopped at
Pagliacci's Restaurant in La
Crosse afterwards. It was there
that he had what was initially termed a heart attack. An autopsy
revealed that he had three
diseased arteries and an enlarged
heart at the time of his death. An
official report was unavailable.

by Dale Kurschner

from the Winona Christian
School to Minne Hall on the university campus.
One of the points for the
change was the 47 percent of the
precinct population was university students. Schmidt said that
though that figure came from a
1970 census report, dorm
population has increased 50
percent since then.
Another reason, according to
Schmidt, was that the town of
Winona could save money by
changing the location to Minne
Hall. Currently Winona Christian
School charges $50 for a primary
election and $100 for every
general election. Winona State
would not charge the city.
Schimdt said that some of the
other reasons for the change
were that polling machine
storage would be more convieniently handled at Winona
State, the location would be more
centralized in the precinct and
that handicap facilities would be
superior at Minne Hall compared
to the Winona Christian School.
Schmidt said that though there
were many points favoring the
change, some people were using

oppose the resolution because it
allowed a student to change
his/her mind and grade type too
late in the quarter.
Sen. Anita Seeling agreed with
Arndt, saying, "That is so far into
the quarter that it is ridiculous."
Johnson
and
Sen.
Kail
Christensen, however, spoke in
Continued on page 2

To Tye, students were no. 1

Among those surviving him are
his wife of 15 years, Jill, and his
three sons, James, Scott, and
Mark.
Funeral services were at 2 p.m.
Tuesday in Central United
Methodist Church. A reception
on campus was planned.

City Council won't discuss
polling change location

WSU students Kay Mansur and Lori Prill were two of the many
students who went to a warmer climate during Hawaiian Night
Saturday in the East Cafeteria, Kryzsko Commons.

Winona State Student Senate
and Legislative Affairs
Committee members proposed
moving the location of the 2nd
polling
precinct
4th
Ward,
university's
the
to
locaton
, campus at the City Council
meeting last Monday.
According to Chair of the Legislative Affairs Committee Jim
Schmidt, the only thing that came
from the meeting was that,
"Winona State University and it's
students were publicly humiliated by a close-minded City
Council."
Schmidt said that after the
Council was addressed by Vice
President for Development and
University Relations Richard
Struck, and presented with facts
and statistics supporting the
change in location, Council
members chose a stand of
silence.
"We spent the last three
months researching this and they
wouldn't even discuss it," said
Schmidt.
The proposed change was for
transfering the polling location

the "if it's not broken, why fix it"
routine.
Mayor
Earl
Winona
Laufenburger said he favored the
change and that he was surprised
the Council didn't give the proposal some time to gain support
or criticism from constituents. "I
think someone had to do a better
job of stating the pros and cons of
the proposal to the Council,"
added Laufenburger.
Jerome Miller, a member of the
City Council, said he couldn't see
any problem in going to the
Winona Christian School. "The
people are used to going there
and I don't see the need for
change," said Miller.
Schmidt said that some
of the comments he heard from
other City Council members
included "handicap people don't
need access to voting — they can
vote absentee," and "students
don't deserve to vote." Though he felt the Winona
City Council had turned its back
on the students of Winona State,
Schmidt said Student Senate and
Legislative Affairs Committee are
still going to keep going and that
he expects some drastic action in
the near future.
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Student held in robberies
by Jim Riccioll

blocks away.
Attorney Margaret Johnson
was appointed by the court
Friday to represent Wiechmann
and they have requested an
omnibus hearing scheduled for
Feb. 27 in district court.
Besides the $200 Wiechmann
left at the bank, police reported
that another $845 has been recov-

Brian Garold Wiechmann, a
freshman Winona State
accounting student, was arrested
last week on charges relating to
the two bank robberies committed at local banks recently.
Winona District Judge Dennis
Challeen has ordered Wiechmann
to be held on a $25,000 bond following his appearance in court
Thursday. Wiechmann also
appeared in district court
Monday.
He has been charged with two
aggravated robbery and two Continued from page 1
second-degree assult counts in favor of the proposal. "It would
connection with the Dec. 29 Twin be a great benefit to the
City Federal robbery in downtown students," Christensen said.
After the proposal was passed,
Winona and the Jan. 26 Norwest
Cromer introduced an
Bank robbery in Goodview.
In both cases, police reported amendment to the resolution that
that a knife-wielding man, around would only allow students
5 feet 6 inches and between 140 registered in a course under the
and 160 pounds, handed a teller a pass/no credit option who were
note demanding money. The earning an A or B grade to change
robber escaped with $1,000 from their grade type. This motion
TCF and around $2,000 from Nor- failed on a 7-14 vote by the
Senate.
west.
took
his
three
El-Afandi
Wiechmann, 19, was arrested
without incident Thursday after a resolutions and word of Student
Winona National and Saving Senate's support of two of them
Bank teller reported that a man to the Faculty Senate meeting
trying to deposit 10 $20 bills left Monday.
In other Senate action last
the bank abruptly when she
began checking to see if the week, Dave Gill and Jim Becker
money was on the stolen list. She were appointed to the Senate to
reported the license number on fill vacancies. Gill, a junior
the borrowed pick-up truck which special science major, and
he sped away in and police lo- Becker, a sophomore mass
cated him and the truck a few communications major, defeated

Proposal

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

ered but the rest of the $3,000 is
believed to have been spent.
Wiechmann, who resided at
200 1/2 E. King St. with two other
WSU students, was enrolled parttime at WSU this quarter,
according to John Kane, vice
president of Student Affairs. He
had been working part-time at
Taco John's Huff Street location.

Colorado Mountain Resort Employer is seeking male
and female applicants for: Retail Sales, Food Service
and other retail oriented jobs. Mid May thru Mid
September located in Estes Park, Colo. For further
Information write: National Park Village North,
Mark Schifferns,
740 Oxford Lane,
Fort Collins, Colo 80525.

CARISCH THEATRES
CINE 4

2ND AND MAIN 452-4172

Chris Nissen, Lillian Klausen and
David Khatak for the Senate positions.
Before discussing the three
resolutions, Student Senate also
considered a motion to send the
proposals to its Student
Academic Affairs Committee for
consideration before full Senate
debate.
The motion failed, but the
committee did consider the resolutions later last week, according
to Hermsen, who chairs the
committee.
"The issues were just too
complicated to discuss at a full
Senate meeting," Hermsen said.
"Our committee is going to look
at some alternative plans."
After a brief discussion on the
issues, the Faculty Senate sent
the resolutions to its A2C2
committee for consideration.
That committee will address the
resolutions at its meeting
tomorrow.

Starts Friday (R)
Kevin Bacon

CINE 4

FOOTLOOSE

•

'2ND AND'MAIN

452:4172

Starts Friday (R)

GORKY PARK
CINE 4

2ND AND MAIN 452-4172

Held Over!
In a cold world you need your friends

THE BIG CHILL
CINE 4

2ND AND MAIN

452-4172

7:00-9:20
11th
Week!

RIVER CITY HEALTH SPA
IS OFFERING A
BEFORE SPRING SPECIAL

4 months only 40"
that breaks down to only 33¢ a day!

FEATURING:
•NAUTILUS
•FREE WEIGHTS
•DANCERCISE CLASS
*PRIVATE LOCKERS

•SAUNA
•OTHER MISC.
•WHIRLPOOL
•SHOWERS
•EXERCISE BIKES
•EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

WE NOW HAVE SUNTANN1NG BEDS!

The

River City Health
Club

Located In The Winona Mall 454-2484
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Students main target for cults
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transition stages in their lives."

Tim Kullman, a member of the
Citizens Freedom Foundation,
told a Winona State audience that
most cult members are college
students.
Kullman said that there are
four general ways cults try to
infiltrate the minds of prospective members: the cults keep an
eye on behaviorisms, they use
the human potential movement
as a technique, they use brainwashing tactics and they add a
religious flavor to their beliefs
system.
He said those most vulnerable
to being taken in by a cult are
those who are in transitional
periods in their lives. For
example, those who are unemployed, seeking new direction for
their lives, or have just moved.
Also, peer pressure plays a big
part of vulnerability to cults.
Kullman cited a study done by
the American Family Foundation
which found that most members
of cults are college age, between
the ages of 18 and 26. He said
that 60 percent had attended
college, but only 20 percent had
finished.

There are many characteristics
of cults that Kullman states
should be looked at carefully
when a person thinks he may be
in contact with a cult.

Kullman said the college campuses are where a lot of the recruiting by cults is done.
"College
students
are
vulnerable," he said, "because
most of them are going through

FREE DELIVERY
on WSU Campus

529 Huff

by Marianne Knickrehm

452.1234

1111111111111 ■111•11■111•1•11111=111

`College students
are vulnerable
because most
of them are
going through
transition stages
in their lives'

He said cults usually have a
messiah-like leader to whom
there is total devotion by the
members. Most cults have
religious texts, some of which
may even be from the Bible, but it
is clear that the leader is sole
interpreter.
He said most cults will deny
outsiders from coming in, discourage critical thinking, and

won't allow the members to have
contact with society. Cults also
have rituals that are performed
daily by members to destroy the
thought and communication
process of each individual.
Kullman narrowed his topic on
Tuesday night down to the
discussion of five cults that are
most commonly known and researched: The Way International,
the Unification Church, the
Children of God, the Divine Light
Mission and Hare Krishna.
He said, however, that the
Citizens Freedom Foundation
has found that there are as many
as 2000-3000 cults operating in
the United States.
Kullman commented that one
of the "big five" cults prevalent in
this area is The Way International. But it has not been able
to form on any of Winona's three
college campuses because all of
the colleges require that campus
organizations be registered
through the college before it can
hold meeting on_ campus.
On Wednesday night, Rick
Seelhoff from the Citizens
Freedom Foundation in
Rochester spoke on cults from
the theological perspective. The
two night seminar was sponsored
by Cooperative Campus Ministry
at WSU.

FLORIDA

DAYTONA BEACH
Spring Break 1984
From

From

2/17 -2/24 -3/233/30 -4/6 Departures

3/2 -3/9 -3/164/13 Departures

$1695° $179"
This year take your
choice, not your chance,
stay where YOU WANT. Not where some company
wants you to.
TRIP INCLUDES:

FREE
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See Music History being made on the Plaza
Pool Deck—FREE to all our customers
—hear groups like "Alabama", "The Fix",
"Flock of Sea Gulls", "George Thorogood"
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Accommodations for 7 nights and 8 days.
Ocean front hotel
Transportation by Motorcoach (Restroom equipped and air conditioned)
Free beer party enroute to Florida
Free happy hour everyday while in Florida
Optional Disney World trip.
LIMITED ACCOMMODATIONS

These hotels are available—take your choice
• Hi-Seas • Pagoda • Alaskan • Texan • Hawaiian Inn
and
The Daytona Plaza
Home of "600 North Club" and "Plantation Club"
'All hotels include, at no extra charge, the Daytona Plaza Entertainment Package

CONTACT
The balance is due 3 weeks prior to departure.
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Second Look

There's nothing
wrong with
pre-registration
Student Senate agreed to support some pretty surprising recommendations last week. A professor approached the Senate with
three suggestions on how he thought pre-registration should be run,
and the Senate took him up on two of them.
This, of course, came after they spent close to 30 minutes deciding whether or not it should send the recommendations to its
Student Academic Affairs Committee for further research and consideration before making a final decision. It decided not to.
This is unfortunate since a majority of the most competent
senators, who are only a majority in the full Senate, serve on that
committee. The Senate, however, felt it was capable of coming up
with better pre-registration procedures.
The first thing Senate decided needed changing was the length
of the pre-registration period. It agreed with a resolution that calls
for the cancellation of classes for one day for pre-registration.
Senate thinks this is better than the current four-day period.
Instructors are also bound to support this. Many of them find it
both disrupting and annoying to have students missing or walking in
and out of classes for a full week each quarter. This is understandable. The problem, however, does not lie with pre-registration
practices — it lies with the student.
After all, they are the ones who choose to miss part or all of a
class to pre-registration. But this is unnecessary. A student can
register at any time during the ' four-day period after their
designated 15-minute credit block has been allowed to enter the
pre-registration area.
Holding pre-registration on one day at the expense of cancelling
full day of classes, which, incidently, means three extra schools
days a year, does not mitigate the problem. It doesn't even address
the problem.
Senate also supported another incredibly ridiculous resolution.
This one would allow students to change their grade type up to one
week prior to the last day to drop classes.
This proposal is ludicrous. It means students could change their
minds — and their grade type — more than half into a quarter. In
other words, all incentives have been eliminated. If a student isn't
happy with his/her grade, s/he can give up, change the grade type
and sloth off the rest of the quarter.
Another, more favorable solution to the grade-pass/no credit conflict, would be to allow students to change their grade type on
drop/add day. Certainly by the third or fourth day of a quarter
students should have some idea of how they'll do in a course and
what grade type they want.
That is probably the only thing wrong with the current pre-registration procedures. There is no need to hold it on one day. There is
no need to allow students to change their grade type on a whim.
And certainly there is no need for an overhaul of pre-registration
procedures.
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by Greg Abbott

How well do you handle finals stress? I've designed a test to determine how you'll do on final
exams. Answer truthfully now.
1. What do you do the night before your final?
a.) Go on a panty raid
b.) Down a six-pack
c.) Study
2. How do you study for your final?
a.) Look up what time it's held
b.)Sit next to the nearest brain and copy
answers.
c.) Take your books downtown so you can
have something to set your drinks on
3. What do you do to calm you nerves before a
final?
a.) Crank the stereo full-blast and sit between
the speakers
b.) Drink 10 cups of coffee
c.) Take a bottle of No-doze
4. Where do you study?
a.) Smog
b.) In your "main grab's" room
c.)Next to the ice cream trough in the cafe
5. How do you spend hours between finals?
a.) Washing the answers from one test off
your arm and putting answers for the next
test back on
b.) In a coma
c,) Trying to get circulation back into your
fingers for the next essay test
6. What are your favorite type of final exams?
a.) Multiple guess
b.) All of the above except a
c.) All of the below
7. What methods of cheating do you practice
before finals?

a.) Belching once for true, twice for false
b.) Putting answer keys on the back of the
person in front of you
c.) Having convulsions so you can get the
answers when the teacher excuses you from
class
8. What are your best excuses for flunking a
final?
a.) My pencil broke and I didn't want to
disturb class by sharpening it, so I handed it
in
b.) I got the test upside down and thought all I
had to do was sign my name
c.) I started on number 2 on the multiple
choice so the computer marked them all wrong
9. What do you daydream about during finals?
a.) Spring break in Florida
b.)Being on the Olympic High Quiz Bowl
c.) Becoming the next leader of USSR
10. What do you do after finals are over?
a.) Burn your books
b.) Get severely intoxicated and wake up after
spring break in New Zealand
c.)Wail and grind your teeth
Answers: 1-b, 2-a, 3-a, 4-c, 5-a, 6-b, 7-b, 8-a, 9-c, 10-c.
8.10 Handle stress well. These students should be
commended for handling finals as if they weren't
even there.
5-7 Slightly nervous. These students usually go to
extremes. One night they study, the next night
they wake up in Iowa.
2-4 Frazzled to the limit. These fingernailless,
caffeine-filled students are found howling out
windows and taking to Flambeaux.
0.1 Psycho. These students are really sickos. They
study anywhere as if the book is glued to their
hands.
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Hawks show spirit, lack talent
To the Editor:
This is in reply to the column I
tried to laugh at written by Scott
Opfer and Mark Fogerty as guest
columnists in the "From Left
Field" column. It should've been
in the "Left-Out" column. Who
are these guys, Laurel and
Hardy? And from what I heard, it
took 10 of you guys to write the
article.
First of all, let me initiate this
war of words by saying the North
Stars are experiencing one of
their finest years. Ha! They've
had more trouble than the
Housing department and Sue
Mulvaney!
First of all, they've had one of
their worst starts in the last five
years, due to the fact of the
turmoil between the players and
their new coach Bill Mahoney.
Then there was the trade of
Bobby Smith to Montreal, and our
defensive corps have had injuries
that would make Beirut look
harmless.
I will say this: The North Stars
have seven players on their roster
who are averaging at least one
point a game. No other team in
hockey can lay claim to that. And
the way the All-Star teams were
selected is a farce. Brad Maxwell
of the Stars had more points than
three of the four defensive corps
selected, and had a better plusminus (which determines the
goals scored for and against
when a player is on the ice) than
Doug Wilson of the Hawks, and

Rob Ramaje of St. Louis. Yet
those two were selected ahead of
Maxie. And yet, Maxie plays on a
first place team! If that isn't politics, what is?
Congrats to Dennis Savard of
the Hawks for his goal and assist
and to Brian Bellows of the Stars
for his goal in the NHL All-Star
game. Too bad our side ended up
on the short end of the score 7-6.
No thanks to Murray "Swiss
Cheese" Banneman, who gave up
five goals in the first period. I
haven't seen such generosity by
one person since the Jerry Lewis
Telethon. And his performance
was a bigger disappointment
than the breakup of Joanie Loves
Chachi! "Swiss Cheese" and the
"Sewer Rat" as it was stated by
the last guest columnist. What a
match!
I have to disagree when you
say Savard has more guts than
Dino Ciccarelli. Here is something some of you guys don't
know. When Dino was in junior
hockey, he outscored Wayne
Gretsky for the scoring title. The
next year, he severely broke his
leg and had a steel bar inserted in
his leg. He was never to play
hockey again. But Dino didn't
give up — look where he is now!
As far as talent is concerned, not
even the Mandrel! Sisters can

match up to Savard.
Al Secord has become a great
goal scorer for the Hawks, but
once again it's due to Savard's
magic. Secord and Savard are the
Batman and Robin of the NHL,

why do I say this? (Secord being
Batman and Savard being Robin)
because without Batman around,
Robin has broken his nose three
times already this year. It's really
touching to see that Savard's
cheapshot style of hockey is
catching up with him.
Oh, by the way — does Savard
still use his stick like a Ghinsu
knife across opposing player's
legs and ankles? Yes, it's tough
to swallow, fans, but Savard is a
hack, and after he would rip
,somebody's ankles apart, he
would skate behind Secord and
have Secord fight his battles. I'm
sure you are thinking, "Look at
those stats." Hey, it's easy to
score goals when players on the
opposite team are lying on the ice
in pools of blood.
Back to guts — remember
when Dino kicked the living blank
out of Savard in front of the
Hawks bench last year? Who was
the first on the scene of the
crime? I haven't laughed that
hard until I heard the Bears were
going to offer Bart Starr a Job as
their offensive coordinator.
I'll be the first to admit the
Stars are a bunch of high-priced
pansies, and that's why I respect
the Hawk's team character.
What they lack in talent (and
Lord knows how much that is)
they make up for in spirit. By the
way, rumor has it that Willi Plett
is going to the Hawks for a dozen
sticks, a box of tape and a used
bus.
Jefferey John Mugford

Senate supports 2 + 2 plan
To the Editor:
The Winona State Student
Senate has been actively involved
in the proposal for Winona State
developing a building which
would house upper division programs in Rochester. Rochester is
a growth area and there are
students and prospective
students who hve a need that
must be served there.
This is Winona State's service
region as mandated by law.
Winona State has had programs
in Rochester since 1926. The
present facilities in Rochester
are just a mere rundown elementary school.
The Winona community is
divided on the issue because
some feel Winona State will "literally close down" and move to
Rochester, and thus Winona
would lose the twenty-eight
million dollars of impact a year,
which includes a significant
number of student dollars spent
in Winona.
The Rochester students, who
presently attend Winona State in
Winona, wouldn't transfer to
Winona State in Rochester. It will
take a student five to six years to
complete a degree at Winona
State in Rochester because of
the lack of class offerings. The
Rochester program is directed at
the non-traditional students.
Seventy-nine percent of the
students attending the present

Rochester Center are 24 years old
or older. Eighty-nine percent of
these students live in Rochester
or locations more than 40 miles
from Winona.
Currently, the undergraduate
and graduate full-time equivalent
enrollment at WSU's Rochester
Center is 275. This number represents between 600 and 700 parttime students per quarter. Future
growth is estimated at 368 fulltime equivalent students by 198889.
The Rochester metropolitan
area represents a community of
over 80,000 people. Few communities of this size exist without the
presence of an opportunity to obtain an undergraduate degree
greater than a two-year degree.
We also must consider that
Rochester Community College
has increased its enrollment by
24 percent in the last few years.
Rochester is a growth area, and in
consideration of future growth
needs of the region, it is a must
that we act now on this issue. It's
unheard of to believe that Winona

State, after it has established a
fine foundation for over a
hundred years, will close its
doors.
The "two-plus-two" proposal
also includes equipping the
Rochester building with desks
and other equipment. The proposal will need to have concise
writing in its legislation which
state that the building Is the

Spotlight
Prospective students: What are
your impressions of Winona State?

Steve Riley, Columbia Heights
High School, Columbia Heights
"It's good because it's not so
spread out and it seems to have
very enthusiastic teachers. For
the cost, it's a good deal."

Rita Biesen, Aquinas High
School, LaCrosse, Wis.
"I think that Winona State is
different from other colleges
and universities that I have
visited because the people seem
to take a real interest in what you
want to do in the future."

Jackie Keller, Park Center,
Brooklyn Center
"WSU seems like a fun campus
with a lot of friendly people."

property of Winona State. The enrollments from Rochester will
then be included in Winona
State's total enrollment. The

state funds the various state univerisities according to their enrollments. Instead of making
Winona State an instable
university, It will make it much
stronger.
The Winona State Student Senate strongly believes these
monies should be used "first and
foremost for the betterment of
improvement of the courses and
the university of Winona."
Winona State will become a
viable source of education in
Rochester and gradually Winona
State in Winona will solidify its
foundation.
Winona State University is a
state-supported institution, and it
must be realized that the negative
concerns of a few members of
the Winona community need to
be considered, but overall needs
of our university and region
should be the deciding factor.
There is an essential need on
the part of all members of Winona
State, Winona, Rochester, and
the surrounding areas to work
closely in both the near and distant future. Open communication
between all components is a
must if this relationship is to
flourish.
Brad J. Arndt
Winona State Student Senate
President

Steve Halverson, Watertown
Senior High, Watertown, Wis.
"The campus is nice and
compact, people are helpful and
the scenery is great."

Deana Frumentino, Deerfield
High School, Deerfield, Ill.

"Winona State seems like a
very small and friendly
univeristy."

Jody Kumaylck, Sleepy Eye
Public School, Sleepy Eye
"I think that Winona State has
a lot to offer. Besides being such
a good school academically, the
scenery is beautiful. I'm really
looking forward to attending next
year."
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Lattery wins business award
The
Wall Street Journal offered more of the classes listed rently advertising manager of the
Winonan and will be business
Student Achievement Award for in the catalogue.
1984 has been won by Cheryl
Awarded annually by vote of manager of the newspaper spring
Lattery, a senior majoring in department faculty, it consists of quarter. She is also a member of
business administration.
a year's subcription to the the Society for Advancement of
Lattery, who plans to go into national business daily Management, and ranked first in
management after graduation, newspaper, a lucite paperweight a field of 15 nominees, each havsaid she feels honored by in which is embedded a ing a cumulative grade point
receiving the award. "I was sur- medallion bearing the winner's average of 3.0 or above.
Others who were nominated
prised when I heard I got it. I name and an engraved nameknew I was a candidate, but I • plate attached to a permanent were: Janet
Bailey, Connie
Benson, Marvel Betchwars, Diana
didn't think I would get it," said plaque displayed on third floor
Lattery.
Brown, Lisa Drazkowski, Juli
Somsen.
Lattery said she feels Winona Senior status, high academic Haas, Elaine Hollerman, Brian
State did a good job in preparing achievement and evidence of Huggenvick, Ann Jacobs, Kathy
her for the business world, but leadership are the main criteria in Lauf, • Kirk Mosit, Penny Ohm,
that she did wish they would have making the award. Lattery is cur- Nancy Veerkamp and Dale
Windhorst.

YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.

Paula,
I realize I don't know you very well but I'm sorry to see
so much bitterness between us lately. If I'd have thought
that just bumping into someone on the dance floor could
cause such adverse affects I would have stayed home that
night and hired a guy to break my legs instead.
I'd really like to make it up to you sometime — maybe
stop by work and I can buy you a "Friendship" sparkplug
or something...

Mark

(Part-time) Sales Marketing Reps
Fast paced sales-marketing department in one. of the nations
largests cable television companies seeks agressive, highly
motivated, self-starters with the following attributes:
* ability to express ideas persuasively both written and oral;
" Willingness to set high goals and then attain them;
* Demonstrated ability to work as a team player and attain
high goals;
* Willingness to work late afternoon-evening hours, as
well as on Saturdays.
* Previous slaes and/or customer contact a big plus
Please send all resumes and credentials (or apply in person) to:

Group W Cable
Westinghouse Broadcasting and Cable Inc.
127 W. 4th St.
Winona, MN 55987
Attention: P. Yanke

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

Domino's Pizza is the
number one pizza delivery
company in the world For
over 20 years we've been
bringing fast, free 30
minute pizza delivery to
your door. Why not order a
hot, delicious pizza from
Domino's Pizza.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

454-6700
909 W. Fifth Street

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

Sale Prices on
New Releases

1984 Dominos Pizza in,

....................... 0..........• low%
-16"
.00 oft any
aza. erunpaoznaw.
2- iteno
200n0e0.Tunpuorsn.
ps

$2.00

Otti•

Phone: 452-1342
Mon-Fri
10-9
Sat
9-5
Sun
12-5 mHuln
Winona Mall
III UUlin

hhe

A
•

$

livery' •
I
Fast, Free De treet
•
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Stop, Shop & Compare!
You'll find lowest average prices in Winona

WAREHOUSE (MOORS

sQ.

176 East Third Street
452-1821 Winona, Minnesota 55987
We Specialize in
Beer, Liquors & Wine
Stop in & see our selection.

71111§

K EG

* Blatz & Blatz Light 12-pak cans
* Old Milwaukee 12-pak cans * Schmidt 12 oz. nlr's 12-paks
* Old Milwaukee Suitcases
* Miller & Lite 12-pak cans

C4441DIA M-CILI4)
Adult Children of Alcoholics
in Al-Anon

Adult Children of Alcoholics in
Al-Anon will meet every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. at the
Cathedral church basement in St.
Augustine Room. New members
are encouraged to come and see

Bible Study
Pastor Tom Freudenstein will

lead a Bible study tomorrow at
the Lutheran Campus Center
starting at 4:30 p.m. Everyone is
welcome to attend.

what this new group has to offer.

SUMMER JOBS

Society of Collegiate Journalists
Applications for the Society of
Collegiate Journalists are

Valleyfair Representatives Will Conduct
Summer Job Interviews Thursday,
February 23.
For more information and an application
contact your Career Placement Office
or your area representative Teri Ruzicka
at 452-3172.

ValLeyfaiK

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

FAMILY AMUSEMENT PARK

available in Phelps 113. All mass
communications students are
encouraged to apply. Deadline for
applications is Feb. 29.

Fee Payments

Students should pick up fee
statements and pay fees in the
Cinema Room, Kryzsko Cornmons, today and tomorrow from
10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Sudents receiving financial
aid who did not pay tuition must
confirm their classes by signing
the appropriate financial aid
forms.

Applicatons for Nursing Major

Poetry Contest

Applications for nursing major
are now available in the
secretary's office in Phelps 231
or the Nursing department,
Golden Hills School, Rochester.
These applications are for entry
into the major for fall quarter
1984. The applications must be
returned to the department by
Friday.

Students are invited to enter
the C. Sherman Severin Publications Poetry Contest under the
theme of human emotions. Entry
blanks and further information
can be obtained by writing to CSS
Publications, P.O. Box 23-M, Iowa
Falls, Iowa. The deadline is
March 15.

Well-logging Course

Dr. Edward Nuhfer, professor
of Geology at UW-Platteville will
teach a course at WSU covering
the basic principles for geographical well-logging March 23-24.
Well logging is the exploration
of petroleum, ground water and
the interpretation of rock types
and properties through
geophysical data.
Students interested in the
course can sign up in Pasteur 103
or contact the Geology Club.
ASO President

The Student Senate is accepting applications for the Alliance
of Student Organization's (ASO)
President. Anyone interested in
this position must have been
active in a WSU student activity
for at least one year. Deadline for
applications is 2 p.m. Feb. 22.
UCM Bible Study

United Campus Ministry will
hold a Bible study tomorrow at 4
p.m. In Taggart Lounge, UCM
House, 362 Johnson. Psalms 55
and 145 will be discussed. Everyone is welcome to attend.

THE
SCREENING
ROOM

•

This Coupon Good for Free Popcorn

Roman Polanskl's
KNIFE IN THE
WATER

Wed. 7:30
Thurs. 7:30
Fri.
7:00
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owl UK NICHOLSON
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W
'

Fri.
9:00
Sat.
8:50 & 9:15
Sun. 8:20 & 8:45
Women's Night on Wednesday $1.50
Men's night on Thursday $1.50
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and 7 Up" or Seagram 's 7
7
ter with
cool and refreshing. Seagram 's
something
toppers. Just remember,
stirring to the beat is even more enjoyable- when you s
--While you're dancing to hot music , stir up
chart
and diet 7 Up.' Real
m oderation.

Seven getsthings s

tirring.
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COUP

PIZZA
BUFFEif
Every Monday
Night From
4:30-8:30
You can devestate
your appetite on
all the styles of
pizza we make,
crisp garlic toast
and soda pop.
All you can eat

#2 59 plus tax
1984 SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO ,NY NY AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND
80 PROOF "SEVEN. UP" AND "7 UP" ARE TRADEMARKS OF THE SEVEN UP COMPANY

Seagram 's

16, t /*AM.*
Across From The
r

I /

M.O.
FAST HOT DELIVERY
CALL NOW!

454-3403 452-9922
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Alcohol Awareness
Winona combats alcohol with `alternative highs'

A number of reasons why students drink includes peer pressure, exploring freedoms, loneliness and pressure to perform and succeed. (photo by Steve Apps)

by Kathy Vos
Friday night. The library is
closed; you've seen each movie
downtown twice; your TV only
gets channel eight; and your
laundry is done. Chances are you
may spend the evening downtown or at a party — drinking.
Despite ill effects, students
identify drinking as a way to "socialize." Whether aware of it or
not, students' "socializing" is, in
some cases, a serious problem.
Acting as liason between the
chemically dependent and their
families, Katy Smith of Winona's
Family Recovery Center said that
students have one of the higher
degrees of chemical abuse
compared to other population
groups.
Smith said most of the students clients have somehow suffered the consequences for drinking either by getting DWIs or have
roomate problems or academic
problems. Most clients are referrals, so only one in 100 come in
on their own.
"Students' attitudes toward
drinking seem to contribute to
abusive drinking," said Smith.
She noted that a typical response
by a problem drinker is "I don't
drink any more than so and so."
Therefore, problem drinkers have
difficulty identifying themselves

when surrounded by other
drinkers.

One identification for problem
drinking, she said, is when drinking starts to affect other areas of
your life. Early symptoms include
schoolwork problems, financial
problems and troubles with personal relationships.
As one who counsels students,
Smith noted a number of specific
reasons why students drink, including peer pressure, exploring
freedoms, loneliness and
pressure to perform and succeed.

In addition, Smith felt that for
Winona students there is "not a
whole lot of alternatives to socializing in town." Nonetheless, the
Center strives to teach clients
how to socialize without drinking.
A counselor for Winona's
Alcohlics Anonymous, Burnell
Manley, said AA also counsels
students. Manley estimated 10
out of the approximately 100
clients are students.
Manley doesn't feel students
drink because they have
problems. But instead, that
students have problems because
they drink.
"We're a drinking society, and
society teaches us to drink," said
Manley.
He feels that we "have to look
at society in general," rather than
try to isolate students' drinking
problems. Influences such as advertising, adult example and
other societal attitudes all contri-

bute to the problem, said Manley.

AA suggests "alternative
highs" to its clients, he said.
Manley explained, that means
finding other ways to feel good
about yourself through
alternative activities such as

`We're in a
drinking society,
and society
teaches us
to drink.'
skiing, fishing and dancing.
One from Winona State who
makes such referrals to the counseling centers is Cal Winbush.
The Administrative Assitant to
the Vice President of Student
Affairs, Winbush feels that there
is a definite drinking problem
among Winona State students.
"I think there is an overemphasis on alcohol for social
activities," he said. But, like
Smith, he too sees the drinking
emphasis as a problem on most
college campuses today.
the
identifies
Winbush

problem as a result of "loss of
creativity" among students. "The
punch and cookie days are over,"
he added. He feels that alcohol is
too prevalent with only good
attendance at activities where
alcohol is present.
Presently students are advised
to seek help from Winona State
Counseling Center or from the
Family Recovery Center.
In addition, Winbush cited that
a program which promotes responsible drinking is a future
possibiltiy.
He also said that he and Vice
President of Academic Affairs
John Kane talked informally
about the program and will be
looking at the student drinking
problem this year.
Other Winona groups are also
recognizing problem drinking.
Independent School District
Number 861 of Winona has established a task force dealing with
issues on chemical use, abuse
and prevention.
Superintendent of Schools Lee
R. Brittenham said the force's
main goal is to raise community
awareness. "It's a priority we
have to pay attention to," he said.
The force, made of up administration and teachers of all grade
levels, has identified 250
comunity people and educators
as resources for distributing
information. Director of Winona
State Counseling Service Chuck

Bentley is one of those resource
choices.
With the community and
schools voicing concern and recognition about student drinking
problems, how do students feel
about the issue?
Although junior Rick Joos goes
out approximately once a week
"just to socialize," he said a lot of
people "socialize more than they
should — especially the freshmen." Joos said that in addition
to peer pressure and being away
from home, the image of adulthood seems to be the reason for
drinking. He characterized
drinking as something students
"brag about the next day."
Sophomore Shannon Welsh
said, "I think there's a lot of
drunks out there." She added "I
believe people that get sloppy
drunk — rude and obnoxious —
have a problem."
Welsh sees part of the drinking problem as lack of cultural
stimulation in Winona. Even nondrinking people end up hitting the
bars in order to get out, she said.
Junior Ellen Blondell has past
experience bartending at the Sunshine and notices a lot of students drink to get drunk.
"A lot of times it's just something that you do," Blondell said.
She described heavy drinking as
a condition of "peer influence"
rather than peer pressure.
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DWI's carry heavy consequences
by Patrick Mcllheran
If you are found guilty of drunken driving in Winona, you could
wind up paying much more than
you expected.
The cost of a drunken driving
conviction for an average Winona
college student, including fines,
license reinstatement, and in-

creased insurance premiums can
easily run as high as $3,400. That
is enough money to pay three
years of in-state tuition at Winona
State University.
And although many will not
have to pay quite so much, that
cost does not include time spent
in court rather than at work or

classes, the hassles of doing
without a driver's license for at
least 30 days, or the damage to
one's reputation.
But even though the cost of
drunken driving is so big, more
than 400 people in Winona county
were found guilty of DWI last
year. About one-fourth of those

Circumstances determine
penalty for drinking in dorms
by Greg Abbott
Before students throw a party
in their room or decide to play a
game of quarters with their
friends, campus staff would like
students to realize the consequences of getting caught
drinking on campus.
Cal Winbush, student affairs
administrator, defined the
minimum and maximum penalties for drinking on campus.
• First offense has a minimum
penalty of 10 work hours.
• Second offense has a
minimum penalty of 10 work
hours and a possible probation.
• Third offense can result in
suspension from school for one
quarter, or a maximum of expulsion.
Winbush
said
that
circumstances usually dictate
the penalty for drinking. "If the
students are abusive and uncooperative with the R.A., the penalty
can always be greater. If the

students are cooperative, they
may only get the minimum penalty."
He warned that it is possible to
get probation on the second
offense if the situation is serious.
"Circumstances play a big part of
determining all penalities," said
Winbush.

Most of the
time the
students are
responsible
and the
problem is
settled'
111111111■•=1•1111111• ■
Winona State policy requires
all staff members who suspect
drinking on campus to knock and
Identify themselves before enter-

ing any room. Staff can only write
up what they see, they cannot
search the room is they suspect
students possess alcohol.
Campus staff may, however, still
file a report stating that they
suspect drinking has occurred.
Staff files a charge to the
Housing department, and notification is sent to the students to
set up an appointment with
Winbush, Housing Director John
Ferden, or Vice President of
Student Affairs John Kane.
"I'd guess that 95 percent of
the students have an informal
hearing to discuss the write-up
and penalty," said Winbush.
"Most of the time the students
are responsible and the problem
is settled."
He said that students who
aren't satisfied with the penalty
have the right to bring it to the
Judicial Board. The Judicial
board which consists of seven
student members then decides if
the penalty was merited.
Winbush said very few students
choose this option and most are
settled through informal
discussions with him.

people were college students,
according to James Heinlen of
the Department of Court Services
in Winona County.
Most students who are
charged with driving while intoxicated admit that they are guilty
of the crime when they appear in
court. These people are then referred to the court services department where they decide
which of the several alternative
punishments they would rather
face.
The maximum penalty under
state law is $700 or 90 days in jail,
or both. But according to Heinlen,
the greatest fine usually given is
$300. Some people, rather than
pay this, spend 20 days in jail
instead. Many more choose to
attend the Alcohol Education
Clinic, a four-session course designed to convince people that
driving after drinking is not a
good idea. Enrollees learn from
physicians, law officers, former
alcoholics, and other about the
destructive effects of drinking.
They also get $100 taken off their
fine.
Heinlen said that the program
is very successful at keeping
people from drinking and driving
again. Only 0.35 percent of those
who take, the course commit a
second drunken driving offense,
while more than one-third of
those who do not take it repeat
their offense. Participation in the
class is entirely voluntary.
Other options open to those
convicted include working off a
fine through community service
work, counseling for a drinking
problem, or, in cases of serious
alcoholism, in-patient treatment
at a mental health center.
Heinlen said that the aim of the
court is not to punish offenders
so much as to treat their drinking
problem and to keep them from

driving drunk again.
He says he is concerned about
the problem of drinking among
college students, some of whom
"have got their head in the sauce
too much."
Winona county is rather progressive in its approach to
punishment, hoping to stop such
problems before they become too
large. According to Heinlen, the
county was one of the first
jurisdictions in the country to
offer treatment alternatives as an
option to a large fine or a jail
term.
A few people charged with the
crime hope to avoid punishment
altogether, maintaining that
they are not guilty. According to
Paralegal Rose Ann Schauls of
the City Attorney's office, fewer
than 20 people have pleaded not
guilty to drunk driving charges in
1983, and there has been only one
aquittal in the last two years.
According to Schauls, the
number of not-guilty pleas has
increased since tougher repeatoffense penalities went into
effect last April. As the number of
one's offenses add up, jail terms
increase, and driver's licenses
are revoked for longer periods of
time. After a fifth offense, a driver
loses his license for a minimum
of two years.
Assitant City Attorney George
Robertson says any type of defense is used by those maintaining their innocence. Often, defendents ask the prosecution to be
merciful, saying that they can't
afford to lose their license or pay
for insurance, which usually
doubles after the first drunken
driving conviction.
Robertson, whose brother was
struck and killed by a drunken
driver several years ago, notes
that the city attorney's job is to
prosecute, not persecute.

Drink-Think plans
to teach, not scold
by Greg Abbott
Students are bombarded with beer advertisements, prodded by
their friends to hit the downtown bars and exposed to many myths
about the effects of alcohol.
Counseling Center Director Art Tye, who died Saturday night,
said in an earlier interview that he was trying to educate students
by planning a Drink-Think program at Winona State during spring
quarter.
"Alcohol is a sensitive issue," said Tye. "but I think we have a
responsibility to make students aware of what drinking can do to a
person and promote responsible drinking."
He had asked for help in putting the Drink-Think program together
from student groups or anyone interested in helping plan activities
or supervise events.
"The program is educational and preventive, but we try to have
some fun setting up the actities," said Tye.
Last year more than 500 students attended the Drink-Think
program which had speakers from Alcoholics Anonymous, films
and a demonstration with the students showing how alcohol
affects reflexes.
"The program is not meant to scare students or tell them they
should never drink," said Tye. "We want to show students that they
have a right to say no, and there are other alternatives to drinking."
He said an alcohol awareness program is needed on campus and
hopes that students and campus groups will support the project
again this spring.

Drinking and driving in Winona can result in costly fines, but could also result in loss of lives. (photo by
Mike Parker)
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SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
THE CHOATE BUILDING LIVES IN DOWNTOWN WINONA!!

A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

64 1/2 W. 5th

452-4307

R 8t R SPORTS HAS

ASSACREDvo

Choate Bldg. Winona - This Thurs., Fri., and Sat. Only!!
Women's
Warm-up Suits

Namebrand Athletic
Shoes Slashed

25-50% Off

onrys17.95

Running, Court,
Leisure and
Basketball Styles

Reg. $29.95
Grey with lilac, mauve,
blue, or turquoise!!

Men's
Warm-up Suits
Asst. Styles

'29.95
Reg. 44.95

ALL
SALES
FINAL!

AT THE HISTORIC CHOATE BUILDING

Athletic Style
Quilted Jackets
• Winhawk • SMC
• Vikings • Cotter
• Gophers • WSU

Open 9-9 Thursday,

25-50% Off
• And unlettered styles

9-9 Friday,

Also Prices
Massacred On
Rugby Shirts,
Running Suits,
Jerseys and
Much, Much More.

Save — Save
$$$$$$$$
On All Your Favorite
Namebrands For 3
Big Days

February 16-18

SELECTION

9-5 Saturday

25-50% Off

CASH OR
CHECK
v-H
,--._;z:
- ;)1 With 1.D.
,sp
4644980
"4.17,441 11-I'(
ONLY!

EVEN STRAIGHT NS CAN'T
HELP IF YOU FLUNK TUITION.
Today, the toughest thing about going to college is finding the
money to pay for it.
But Army ROTC can help — two ways!
First, you can apply for an Army ROTC scholarship, It covers
tuition, books, and supplies, and pays you up to $1,000 each school
year its's in effect.
But even if you're not a
scholarship recipeient,
Army ROTC.
ROTC can still help with
Be All You Can Be,
financial assistance — up
to $1,000 a year for your
last two years in the
program.
inforFor
more
mation, contact your
Professor of Military
Science.

These 15 merchants aim to please!
They're taking savings to heart!
11 WINONA GLOVE

They've slashed

111 HARDT'S MUSIC

prices on over

JANDEE'S

ONE MILLION

110 R. D. CONE'S

DOLLARS WORTH

HOLTANS

OF MERCHANDISE

14/ R & R SPORTS

FREE PARKING!!

SNYDERS

IP EHLERS

V

IP CENTER STAGE
V TED MAIER DRUG
• SPORTS IN STORE

PICCADILLY
BOSTWICKS

MICHAEL'S BOOT BARN

✓
44/

WINONA KNITTING MILLS

UP TO 75

% off

and more!
Enjoy our full service Concession Stand featuring: Popcorn, Cotton Candy,
Hot Dogs, Doughnuts, Pop, Sno-Cones and Coffee.

Apply for 3 year scholarships before 23 Mar 1984
Contact Captain Bob Seal, Room 118, Somsen, 457-5153
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It was a 'hula' of a Hawaiian Party
by Jim Riccioli

Tom Bjorke's phenominal success at the Lei Toss table prompted party planners to ask him if he'd stop
playing for the rest of the night. He won several prizes that evening. (photo by Steve Apps)

Was it a little Hawaiian magic
or just a freak coincidence?
Whatevery the reason, it was a
more fitting way to celebrate a
Hawaiian Party, though it isn't
likely that the party's planners
will be able to take much credit
for simulating a tropical thunderstorm in Winona. In February!
But there was a true blue (or
black) thunderstorm hovering
over the region Saturday night,
which undoubtedly made students feel more "at home" in the
simulated tropical setting of the
Kryzsko Commons East
Cafeteria.
The first Hawaiian Party, sponsored by the Prentiss-Lucas Residence Hall Activity Committee,
went "smooth as silk," according
to one of its planners, Lucas Copresident Kristin Matt.
Around 300 students attended
the event and produced income
for the party almost equal to what
the council had expected, she
said.
"The games went over
unbelievably well," Matt said. "All
the Miller prizes were gone by
10:30." The prizes were part of

the package worked out by Miller
representative Dave O'Connor,
who was also one of the party's
organizers and is Prentiss copresident.
Students went through a total
of eight kegs of Miller and Miller
Lite (3.2) beer in using up the
winter quarter on-campus kegger
allotment.
Activities included a miniature
golf set-up simulating the
"Hawaiian Open" (held in the real
Hawaii last weekend), a Lei Toss
and a Coconut Bowl, from which
contestants won the prizes.
There were two best-dressed
awards presented and a 35 mm
"Talker" camera, won by Tom
Navarre, was raffled off later in
the evening.
All the fun came amidst the
occasional lightning flashes
which illuminated the dimly lit
room decorated with 10 foot palm
trees and 3,000 feet of streamers
that created a "hut" effect across
the cafeteria ceiling, according to
Matt.
"We're hoping that future councils will carry the Hawaiian Party
idea on," Matt said. "With better
planning they might be able to
have an even better party."

WSU forensics: A new dynasty in the making?
by Jim Riccioli
For Winona State forensics,
there's glitter in the past, hope
for the present and potential in the
future. Together, they can add up
to only one sum — a success
story.
But for now at least, there's no
debate about it. Winona State's
forensics team has come into its
own recognition, with indications
prevalent that a dynasty may be
in the making.
From among the sports teams
and curriculum-development
leaders who have heraldized and
headlined the lands of WSU, a
new champion has emerged, one
that can literally speak for itself.
Such judgments cannot be
conveyed on the mere fact that
the forensics team recently won a
state championship since many
champions fall from grace just as
spontaneously as they achieved
it. Our Lake Placid hockey memories might live, but the U.S. cannot be considered the cream of
the hockey world for at least another four years.
But with evidence indicating
success in the past and unconcealable enthusiasm and optilism for the future, forensics
participants state-wide have to be
looking at Winona State as a
potentially steady force of the
future...or, in terms of popular
sports jargon, the team to beat.
How does a team earn the right
to be regarded as such? How
does a power form? Who can the
groundwork to success be attributed to?
Gregg Gardner, WSU's forensics director until, 1981, more
than likely had some role in the
•

early groundwork. But even more
likely to have played a larger role
is the team's current director,
Cindy Carver, who became Gardner's associate director in 1978.
And topping off the leaders of the
pack is Susan Rickey, who was
named Carver's assistant in 1981.
The WSU forensics team of
1980-81 placed sixth in the national tourney, while the .1981-82
team slipped to 20th. But last
year, this year's seniors started
to come of age and the team
placed 10th in nationals. Very few

students were lost to graduation,
leaving reason for optimism for
1983-84, according to the forensic
coaches.
"We've worked for over two
years on trying to get individuals
to approach forensics as a team
effort," Carver said. "It seems
like it all came together last year
at tournament."
As if that wasn't enough, a crop
of
super-potential freshman
joined the team last fall, enhancing optimism to the point where it
was hard for Rickey and Carver

not to smile about the future,
immediate and distant.
"We're graduating nine seniors
this year," Carver said. "We're
lucky enough to have had so
many talented freshmen join the
team last fall and contribute as
they did in the state tournament
this year."
With nationals coming up in
the spring quarter, the team has
the momentum from their state
championship in January which
wasn't present last year. The
state tourney was revived this

Sue Rickey (left) and Cindy Carver stand next to the trophies which the WSU Forensics team won last year
at nationals and in January at the state championship. The team performed Friday on the PAC Main Stage
in a show called "Off the Road Again," which was open to the public. (photo by Steve Apps)

year after a two-decade absence.
"Obviously, a couple of years
ago, we set much smaller goals,"
Carver said. "This year, we are
saying our goal is to finish in the
top 10 again in nationals, but we
really hope to finish in the top
five."
Currently, however, she said
there's little chance that the team
can place first in the nation since
WSU doesn't have the same size
team and the scholarship
programs which the old-blood top
name forensics schools have. But
in the future...?
"We have an increase in
the budget for next year," Carver
said. "And we are working on
getting an increase in funds for
scholarships and things like
that."
In the meantime, the winner is
still being built, but according to
both Rickey and Carver,. WSU is
already regarded as one of the
top three schools in the five-state
region, along with St. Olaf and
Eau Claire.
"We have a number of transfer
students coming in," Carver said.
"They're coming to Winona State
because we have - their majors
here for them and also to participate on our forensics team. '
"We are known right now for
forensics. The high school circuit
and students from other state
colleges look at WSU as one of
the top schools. They may not
participate for four years . on the
team but they'll be here to compete."
As WSU continues to win, the
possibilities of an extended era
of dominance increases. That's
Continued on page 13
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Fusillo: TOTM is different
from other WSU productions
by Jeff Kuehl

talents. Along with this, she tells
the history of Theate of the Mind.
Putting together a Theater of She describes what other classes
the Mind production is unique have done and what she expects
when compared to the produc- this class to do. With every theme
tion of Winona State's regular she tries to incorporate some
plays, according to TOTM activity.
Director Vivian Fusillo.
"When we did Attics we spent
Theater of the Mind will run a lot of time in people's attics,"
two shows - at 7 and 9 p.m. - said Fusillo. The year the class
each night Feb. 22-25 in the Per- did "Heroes" the students asked
forming Arts Center.
many people who some of their
The students involved in this idols were. This year she planned
play do everything from acting to a "group think" and had each one
collecting scripts, said director of the students yell out emotions,
Vivian Fusillo. This year's cast is which are a big part of this year's
the smallest she has ever had for show, she said.
this show, she said, which puts a
After the actors get their minds
burden on the students since set on the topic, they must find
their grade depends on the qua- audition pieces to work with.
lity of the production.
Everyone in the course recites, or
Students who have already sings, or dances, or mimes an
taken Oral Interpretation I can idea they have about the subject.
enroll in Oral Interpretation II and They share it with the group to
automatically get put in a play. show some of their ideas on how
This is the first step to putting the theme should be treated.
one a Theatre of the Mind producWhen they get their bits in
tion.
class finished, Fusillo sends
Once assembled, the class them out in search of scripts.
begins work on the theme. How- Anything that deals with the topic
ever, this year Fusillo already had is thrown in the pile of scenes.
one in mind when the class first Fusillo said her students explore
met and she threw it at the stu- the words of poetry, prose,
dents soon after they walked in drama, dance and music for
the door. The students wilt use ideas.
the theme, "Emotional Forms,"
The scripts must get turned in
to guide them in script-writing. at least a month before the show.
The skits, of which 10-20 can run Fusillo gets them all together and
in one hour, will range from heavy decided, along with a few
drama to satire but will all center students, what order would be
around that theme.
the most effective for the
While searching for scripts, audience.
Fusillo gives the class members
While the whole thinking proa chance to show off their cess is being redone, the writing

process comes in. Any script that
has good ideas may be rewritten.
Sometimes only the ideas are
taken from scripts and totally
different scene would be made
from it.
Fusillo said this year the class
turned in 55 scripts. This tops the
record as being the most ideas
picked for one show. After arranging them in order, the class
discusses any cuts that need to
be done.
White rehearsing the numbers,
the class members work on the
crew. Each person has some type
of job that deals with putting the
play on. Some students might
help with blocking a scene, while
others might be designing a
poster for advertising.
A set is designed so each of the
pieces can be easily played.
Make-up and costumes are all
decided on within the group.

Portraits by Al
• Anniversary • Graduate
• Fantasy
• Engagement
Present this ad for
$3.00 off sitting fee.
(Valid through June 1984)
Call Al at 452-7823

After 5:00 p.m. for
appointments or
information.

Free dorm Deliveries
Call Ahead for Faster Service- 454-2860
Sun., Mon., Tue., Wed., 11 a.m.-midnight
Thurs., Fri., Sat., 11 a.m.-2 a.m.
Delivery Hours: 11 a.m.-1 p.m., & 5 p.m.-Close

The Pita Sandwich

The growth tn poputonto of the pia bread samInneh has led to
the invention of v., better sandunch Mk,. We take pride to
the ontrodurnon of se oerat nen. twaneties that are sun ( ,1(. 04r
Mos.. of you with a lighte•lIm in mid

Deli-Bar Subs

All available on white or rye rolls

$1.80

"My Hero"

Straight from the deft Ms sandtmett combines all the flavprs and
Imrinses you can find flinty sliced turkey, roast beef. ham, cot.
salami and piles of cheese. ,.nth fresh lettuce and mayonnaise. A
one of a trinderpenence at a price that's infinitely reasonable.

"Turkey, Monterey
& American"

HOT PITAS
"Roast Beef' with Bar-b-que sauce
"Ham & Cheese"
"Turkey & Gravy"
PITA SALAD
Crab. Cucumber. Fresh and Seightfut A taste of nonme

Both Halves only $1.95
Feel Free to .111x Half and Half Al You Choos e ,

"Deep Fried Foods"
We offer a popular selection of deep filed food, consulting of
cheese curd, batter fried mushrooms. steak slicks and great
cotton rings. Available in smolt o- Primly sired Gruen.

Vaulty listed turkey breast with loads of hfonterey Jack lad
A ensnare chest

"Roast Beef & Cheddar"

ONION RINGS

CHEESE CURDS

Single $1.25
Family $2.50

Single $1.50
Family $2. 75

MIXED BASKET

"Ham & American"

MUSHROOMS

Onion ring, cheese curd,
balk frted mushrooms

Pd./110 and eatisrytno.

Single $1.50
Family $2.75

$3.50

"Rhine Valley Reuben"

STEAK STICKS
Single $I 75

Tender juicy corn. beef Swiss dater and tangy sauerkraut.
combined and stnffed into a fresh rye bread rog makes (kis a
most memorable Reuben.

$1.75

"Quarter Pound Hot Dog"
Only $1.25

Mondays

Family $3.50

"Nacho Mountain"
A veritable mountaut of Ant nacho tomssta eh.,smothered to
spiry hot cheese sauce. Single or fanmly rise orders.

Single $1.00

Family $1.75

Tuesdays

2 Deli Style and 2 Small Deep Fried

$5.:50 Tax Included

$2.75

and a whole of more
HOURS' a

Man.-Sat;,,g.g
Sun day i 2 •

free confidential help

Dress & work gloves, athletic gloves, purses &
accessories, woolen caps & scarves, tube
socks & sweat bands, dorm slippers &
moccasins

THIS WEEK'S FEATURES••

PRESENTS

Earmuffs

TRIVIA
,

answers earns FREE prtcher
of beer or pop (mon . Ms.frivia,
One minute bait limit

2 Styles

Retail Value
$3.75 & $5.25

Retail Value
$5.25

Winona Glove Price

Winona Glove Price

$2.50 & $3.50 pr.

$3.00 per pkg.

Durable Nylon
Back Packs

per question.
Winning learn earns
TRIVIA PARTY Op
Ground Rounder Jr,

Black or Navy
Winona Glove Price

10 French Fries,
Pricier of popoi
beer-FREE

$5.00 each
,

Ladies Footies
Asst. Colors
3 pr. pkg.

Fashion Colors

-

-

Corner of Sarnia and Washington Streets
Arms, from Maxwell B Lough', Fields

Gloves

452-2421

Maximum of 6 tearnS.
2 hour game hme,
- 5 conSecuilve correct

FINGER FOODS

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
412 - 416 E. SECOND ST.

irthri g ht

-

Contact: Mary Kostner Colliton
1607 Kelly - Box 154
Whitehall, WI 54773
715-538-2113
Seven Days A Week

mona Glove Co.

There is a friend who cares.

Come meet Mr. & 44.7 r-tviii
U Players.
-reams of

Financial • Statistical • Term Paper
Minutes • Any and all Typing

■

and afraid?

free pregnancy test

Legal • Cassette Transcription • Resume

VISIT THE

Pregnant?

B

OVERLOAD TYPING SERVICE

X Country
Ski Hats
Snowflake patterns in
asst. colors. 100% Orlon

Retail Value
$6.75
Winona Glove Price

$4.00 each

Ragg Wool
Stocking caps

Stocking Caps

85% Wool

Asst. Colors

Retail Value
$5.00

Retail Value
$3.50

Winona Glove Price

Winona Glove Price

$3.25

$1.75 each

Thermal Knit Orlon
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Forensics

Coupon

Continued from page 11

25% Off All Racketball Rackets

due to reputation, a somewhat
automatic recruiting device
which draws and keeps talent
within the program.
It is not unlike the big-time universities' recruiting mechanism
which has led to dynasty success stories, such as the University of Nebraska and football,

Sports-in-Store
3rd & Franklin, 454-2442
Mon.-Thurs, Sat. 9-5
Fri.
9.9
VISA

figELON4

Coupon

Expires 2/29/84

NOW
OPEN!
Formerly St000ges

767 East 5th

The Best Of Country Music! 4
Live Bands Every Weekend!

FRIDAY & SATURDAY FEB. 17th & 18th

Silver Dollar Band
ALL DRINKS THE SAME

$1.00
Cover

current seniors," Carver said.
"They're starting off sooner too
than the seniors did when they
joined the team."
"We've tried to involve the
younger members and emphasize
their roles in the state championships" she said. "They did perform well and definitely helped
us."
And next year, the team will
also see transfers who, as Rickey
stressed, decided to come to
WSU with absolutely no pressure
from the team. And, she confirmed they are good.

UCLA and basketball, Harvard
and law, Columbia and
journalism, and Winona State's
own forte, baseball. Those are the
places where people who want to
succeed in a certain area go. The
programs may be strong for many
reasons but reputation is their
ace-in-the-hole for obtaining
talent.
Can the budding freshmen
maintain and continue to build a
winner which will be recognized
with a strong WSU program?
"There is no question that they
have the same potential of our

Dan Munson's weekly column, Center Aisle, will
return with the next issue of the Winonan on
March 21. Look for a new column by Jim Riccioli,
The Music Man, which will run every other week in
the spring quarter.

* The Town's Only EARLY Happy Hour! *
MORNING HAPPY HOUR 8am - 10 am
AFTERNOON HAPPY HOURS 3:00pm - 6:00pm
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Ladies Night

Champagne Night

8 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Drinks 2 for 1

Super Low
Prices

Windsor
Wednesday

8 p.m.-Close
Super

Prices

THURSDAY

Starting
Feb. 9th
Apple Schnapps
Night
Special Prices

Friday

Enchiladas

COMING SOON! Polka Bands On Sunday Afternoons!
- • '

Sat & Sun

2 Softshells
or
3 Tacos - '1.39

Plus: Sun. Only
Apple Grande
or order of Nachos FREE
with any $3.00 purchase
(Before Tax)

Plus: Daily Specials
Every Tues. 3 tacos — $1.25

Hours:
M-Th, 11 a.m. - 12 a.m.

TACO
JOHN S®
NO COVER

Fri & Sat, 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Sun, 11 a.m.- 11 p.m.
575 Huff St. and
Winona Mall

acorr

College I.D. Night!
Beer & Drink Discounts
with college I.D.

— SAT. PEARL
* * THURS
*
DAM GOOD TIMES

ZYPPER
Tues.-Sat

leek

Tues.- No Cover Live Music
Old Style Special &
Can Crush/Win a FREE one
Wed. NO No Cover - Live Music
College I.D. Night
Beer & Drink Discounts With I.D.
Thurs—Fri— Sat
* *

DAM GOOD TIMES * *
MARCH 7th Welcome back
from Spring Break
LETS PARTY WITH JOHNNY HOLM

Corner of
3rd & Johnson

452-5460

There's
Only Three Hours A Day
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., 7 days a week

We Don't Have Happy Hour
Think about this for a minute, you get 1/2 price (or 2 for 1)
drinks from 11:00 a.m. itil closing except of course, between
6:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m. (we'll need the rest)! This offer is valid on
house brand drinks and domestic tap beer.

Tuesday
Thursday
Ladies Night
Margarita Night
Champagne drinks
Taco's 3 for $1, 5-7 p.m.
1/2 Price
Featuring Yesterday's
"Mexican Menu Night"
"Sunburst Freeze"
Complimentary Taco Chips and Salsa Dip
Watch For New Specials
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Sports Calendar
Women's Basketball
Friday, Feb. 17
Bemidji
Away

Saturday, Feb. 18
Moorhead
Away

Gymnastics
Saturday, Feb. 18
Northern Illinois
Away

Friday, Feb. 17
Madison Invitational

New hockey program successful
by John Paul Schaller

There is only one combination
that goes together better than
peanut butter and jelly.
That combination is Minnesota
and hockey.
But until this year Winona
State didn't offer any type of
hockey program for its students.
This year the WSU Intramural
Department decided to start a
hockey program. According to
the participants, the program is
successful.
"For people like me it Is great."
said Tom Freemark, a member of
the Starhawks. "I've never had a
chance to play organized hockey
before — its a blast."
The games are played at the St.
Mary's College bubble and the
cost $100 per team, which averaged out to about $10 per player.
The fees went to SMC for the bubble. .
There are seven teams in the
program and games are played on
Friday and Sunday nights at ten
and eleven p.m.
The games consist of two 20
minute periods with a running
clock. No checking allowed, or a
least that is what the rules say.
Like any starting program there
are things to be ironed out, but
the general attitude is that it has
run pretty smoothly.
"It's a good starting program,
but there are ways that It can be

improved. After the playoffs they
(the Intramural Directors) should
talk to the captains and see what
can be improved," offered Terry
Peterson, also of the Starhawks.

Tor people like
me it is great.
I've never had
a chance to play
organized hockey
before —
it's a blast!'

Although it is only an intramural program, many of the
players feel that it could be the
start to an intercollegiate program at WSU.
Don Chatten feels that "if it
does anything, it shows Winona
State that there is an interest in
hockey. If this program succeedes it is the first step toward
an intercollegiate hockey team."
Chatten is a member of Stick-it.
Mark Jaeger also thinks that
there is potential for a varsity
hockey team. "If Winona State
could get the funds they should
get a team together. There is a lot
of good talent here."
As for the caliber of competi-

Two unidentified hockey players scramble for the puck during a WSU intramural game Sunday night at St.

Mary's (photo by Steve Apps)
tion it seems to be strong for a
first year program.
"The competition is pretty
good. There are three or four
teams that are equal. But we
should be called Shorthanded
instead of the Starhawks," said
Freemark.
As of Monday there were three
or four teams still in the running
for first place.
the future of intramural hockey
at WSU looks pretyy good, but

Intramural Hockey Standings

Honies
Stick-it
Islanders
Motherpuckers
Beifers
Starhawks
Snowmen

W-L-T
3-0-1
3.1-0
3.1-0
2-1-1
2-2.0
0-4.0
0-4-0

Pts
7
6
6
5
4
0
0

Dave O'Connor feels that it make
take some time before the
program really takes off. "The
program is good, but it will be
couple of years before it reaches
it's full potential." stated
O'Connor, who is a member of
the Starhawks.
Pat Nagle, of the Snowmen,
offered a final comment. "Its
about time Winona State got
something like this — being as
we are in Minnesota."

Warrior women cagers lose two games on road
by John Paul Schaller
and Tom Gjerdrum

Warrior Kathy Kritta lunges for a loose ball during the Feb. 8 game against Luther College. The Warriors
won the game 77-64. (photo by Steve Apps)

The Winona State women's
basketball team ran into a couple
of hot-shooting conference rivals
last weekend as the Warriors
dropped two conference games.
On Friday WSU was defeated
by the Duluth Bulldogs 69-54 and
its three game winning streak
was snapped.
The Bulldogs hit on 24 of 43
attempts from the floor and 21 of
32 free throw attempts to trounce
the Warriors.
Bernie Roskop led the Warriors
with 12 points, while Mary Jo
Kranz and Sue Miesfeldt dumped
in 10 points each.
For Duluth, Kathy Rose and
Rhonda Halvnen poured in 13
points each and Amy Jarger and
Sara Halsey added 11 each.
WSU sunk only 11 field goals
Saturday afternoon as they were
blown away by St. Cloud State 9443.
The Huskies of St. Cloud completed 37 of their 64 attempts
from the floor for 58 percent,

while the Warriors connected on
only 11 of their 49 field goal
attempts for a slim 22 percent.
WSU was never really in the
game as St. Cloud came charging
out of the locker room and took at
50-29 halftime lead. They added
44 more points to the Warriors 23
in the second half.
The only bright point of the
game for the Warriors was their
shooting from the charity stripe,
dropping in 21 of 28 tries for an
impressive 75 percent.
Kris Kruse was the high scorer
for the Warriors with nine points
and Ruth Boberg added eight.
The Huskies had five players in
double figures and had scoring
from 12 different people.
Northern Sun
Conference
scoring leader Bonnie
Henrickson led the way for the
Huskies with 18 points. Linda
Nelson had 17, Romona
Ruglowski 15, Nancy Thompson
11 and Gwen Frederick 10.
The Warriors, now 2-8 in the
conference and 11-13 overall, will
be back in action Friday night
when they travel to Bemidji State.
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Wanted

Chicago for Spring Break

Creative, energetic individual
to work consistently 2-4 hours
per week, placing and filling
posters on campus. Earn $500 or
more each school year.
1-800-243-6679

From Left field

on a comfortable coach bus with restroom
* leaving Winona Wed., Feb. 29 at 1:00 p.m.
* returning Tuesday, March 6
Alsip
Three Stops: Woodfield Hinsdale
For reservations Call soon
Austin Kraft 452-2499

by John Paul Schaller
Well, it finally happened. The United States won its first medal in
the 1984 Olympic Games and, as of this writing, its only medal.
The medal was won by a brother and sister figure skating team — I
don't know or care what their names are. It was a silver medal and I
thing Dick Button is the only person who really got excited over
their victory.
What is wrong with the old red, white and blue anyway?
Maybe Team USA has been overindulging in too many "official
products of the Olympics".
I'll bet the hockey team was sampling a few tall, cold glasses of
Miller beer. After all it was the "official" beer of the US team.
Or maybe they were loaded down with too many Hershey bars.
Why is it that when a big media event comes around, everyone
jumps on the bandwagon and tries to benefit from it?
The Super Bowl was a good example, but I think the Olympics
have really gotten out of hand.
Everywhere I turn all I here about is the Olympics.
I sat down to watch the Olympics the other night. I didn't really
get to see that many events, but I did enjoy watching Mike Eruzione
and Jean-Claude Kelly sit in a bar and eat all kinds foreign food.
Before the night was over I realized that I had watched this great
event in the official chair of the Olympics, on the official TV of the
Olympics, while I ate the official chips of the Olympics, drank the
official beverage of the Olympics and sat around in the official
sweatsuit of the Olympics.

TONIGHT!
KAMIKAZE NIGHT—

7-12 P.M.

KAMIKAZE DRINKS 1/2 PRICE FOR
PEOPLE WEARING KAMIKAZE T-SHIRTS

SCHMIDT BOTTLES-

7-12 P.M.
SPECIAL PRICES

Thurs - Fri - Sat
Dance to

I think that everyone but the US team made money off of the
Olympics.
The lack of funds is one reason that the US team isn't faring as
well as they should this year.
Another reason is that we are competing with our best amateur
athletes, while most of the other countries are competing with their
best athletes.
Most of our hockey players that should be in the Olympics are
playing in the NHL.

MON. LIVE D.J.
BUD LIGHT SPECIAL

I think that we should send the New York Islanders over there and
let them show those Ruskies a trick or two. Their best against our
best, that is the way is should be. Then it would be a true test to see
who has superior athletes.
Oh well, I think that the Ruskies will have their hands full when it
comes time for the Summer Olympics and they have to meet with
Keith Lee and company on the basketball court.

Mens Basketball
MONDAY
8:00Downtowners
Hack & Run
Kams B&G
Trojans
NBA Runner
Green Slime
Skol Bandits
Curling
MONDAY
9:00Cavity Creeps
Conquistadors
Varied Programs
B.S.O.
Stunted Growth
Lakers
Hammer Heads
N.O.V.
TUESDAY
7:OODogs Ii
Master Breeders
Huff St. Heroes
Fighting 4
Chi Towners
Aggressors
F & Co.
T.T. & s

WLT
6 0 1
61
51 1
43
34
25
16
07

70
61
52
43
25
25
16
16

7
5
5
4
3
2

0
2
2
3
4
5
1 6

16

Budweiser®
NTRAIVII6GRica Agit S
TUESDAY
8:OOAP
Bucket Brigade
Particles
Mergers
Door Knobs
Dunkers
XTC
Bear Pickles
TUESDAY
9:00Jammers
Run & Gun
FBS
Eraser Mates
BMF
Kelmakies
Driveway Dribblers
Ball Hawks

70
61
43
43
25
25
25
16

Budweiser would like to congratulate
all these fine teams for competing in
these Intramural events. For all the
Individuals who participated in
basketball, broomball & hockey
intramurals, "This Bud's For You!"

0
1 1
2
3
3
6
6

1

6

Coming Soon:
hat sale
Olympic T-Shirt and
Budweiser Light's NCAA basketball
tournament celebration.

For more Wormation
concerning Anheuser Busch
events I? products contact:

Hockey Standings
Honies
Stick-it
Islanders
Mother Puckers
Beifers
Starhawks
Snowmen

Womens Basketball
THURSDAY
7:OOLost Invaders
Malpracticers
Holy Buckets
Demons
Zips
Bottoms Up

W LPT T
3 0 7 1
3 1 6
3 1 6
2 1 5 1
2 2 4
04
04

Broomball Standings
THURSDAY
8:OOSlammers
Kaboom
Bar Rags
Speds
Rellium
Kelly's J.B.

WL
7
5
5
3
1
0

0
2
2
4
6
7

College Beer Rep. Steve Rosenberg 5551/2 Huff St. 452-1399

Machine
Keggers
On the Rocks
Clean Sweep
Monsters
Late Entry
Huff St. Heroes
Ice Scrappers
Unknowns
No Name

W LPT
30
30
21
1 1 1
1 1 1
111
1 2 0
1 2 0
02
02
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Dave
Congratulations on your graduation. WO1 miss you
around here!
The Winonan Staff
P.S. Save us spots in the unemployment line, some of us
will be joining you in 3 months.

Osakue ties meet record at UW-L
by Greg Abbott

placed seventh in the 1000-yard
dash with a 2.27 time.
Coach Bob Keister said he was
pleased with the team's fourth
place finish.
"We're way ahead of a year
ago," said Keister. "We still hve
room for improvement in field
events, but we're right on schedule for outdoor competition.
Our first meet looks promising."
Jim Scott showed his
improvement over last year with
a personal high 13-foot pole

Enofe Osakau and Scott Bestul
qualified for the NAIA Division I
nationals at the first mens' track
meet of the season in La Crosse.
Osakue tied a meet record in
the 60-yard dash with a 6.4 time.
He also won first place in the 300yard dash in 33.6, the second
fastest time ever recorded at the
meet.
Bestul took fourth in the threemile run with a 14.42 time and

vault.
Jim Mingus took sixth place in
the 440 yard dash with a 54.0 time
coming in just ahead of teammate Joel Kiekbusch. Mingus
added a strong run in the mile
relay which helped WSU grab
fourth palce. Tom Johnson and
Osakue had the strong runs
during the 880 relays to place
third.
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Whopper Jr.® , French Fries only
I

•
and Small Soft Drink
•
•
•• 1215 Gilmore

offer expires March 1, 1984

I

SUN
lime 5
BAR & CAFE

99c —I- a•
gtra

NONEW® 1

Marguerita Night
8-12 p.m.

TUESDAY

3-5:30
%.
P.M .
Mon-Friday

THURSDAY

MONDAY

Agilliallk offers WSU students

BURGER

Great
Music

Special Price On All The
Beer You Can Drink
8-12 p.m.

Rocky Mountain Liquor
Coors
9-12 p.m.
For the price of a
telephone call.

SATURDAY
MORNING
Bloody Mary Special
8-12 a.m.

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY NIGHT

Bag-a-Bull Night
Schlitz Malt Liquor
Quart Special from 9-12

First Drink Full Price,
All Other Drinks
After That Half Price
9-12 p.m.

Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q.

SUNSHINE
BAR & CAFE
454-7772
79 E. 2nd

AT THE BOOKSTORE

WINTER

Quarter Book Buy Back
Monday
February 27
8 to 4

Tuesday
February 28
8 to 4

Wednesday
February 29
8 to 2

Bring in all the books you no longer need!
Hardcover or Paperback
Po AI/7,pr

